D1-2: D1 WITH EXAGGERATED NECK

Bowl version of Bl-4.

1. Aylesford, 'Family-Circle' D [754] = AB 60. 1358 = AB 84. (1B) △
2. Allington no.15 [178]. -B △
3. Loose, Furfield Hole [1176]. R – ●
4. Borden [1129]. –S ●
5. Braughing, Gatesbury Track (not illus.). from 20BC ○
   Skeleton Green (not illus.). 15BC-AD20 ○
   1972 early groups (not illus.). –S ○
6. Wheathampstead, Wheeler’s no.9. –S ○
7. Prae Wood, group B no.42. AD5-40/45 ●
   XII [797], [1243]. one R AD5-40/45 ●
   II [683], [1234], [1239]. AD5-40/45 ●
   Ford A.9 [1240]. – ●
   Zero Ditch [653]. AD30-50 ●
8. Gorhambury (not illus.). –S ●
9. Guilden Morden, 'above A19' [882]. 1B ●
10. Abington Pigotts pl.III, A. –S △
11. Barrington [909]. –B ●
12. Hardingstone no.77, 47 St Martins Lane. post-43 ●
   no.78, ditch 1 upper fill. post-43 ●
   no.80, ditch 1 upper fill. – ●
13. Northampton, Moulton Park, enclosure 2 ditch
   middle fill, nos.139, 142, 143. R 1S ●
   within causeway, no.184. 1S △
   Camp Hill kiln 15, no.5. R 2S ●

Notes
Not found in Essex; it seems to be a Herts, form, with some in the Med way area in Kent, and some in the NW counties. The Aylesford and Allington vessels are similar enough to be from the same potter, all in the local greensand tempering. Some, such as the Wheathampstead and Guilden Morden examples, show a relationship to a possible metal original for their form. At Braughing, it occurs at Skeleton Green in features dating 15 BC -AD 20, and at Gatesbury Track in features beginning just before 20 BC; the same indications as for form D1-1. It is most common in rather later contexts; several are known from the main enclosure ditch at Prae Wood, but also one from the Zero Ditch which is at least partly post-conquest; and several from sites at Hardingstone and Northampton, of the mid 1st century AD.
D1-2: D1 with exaggerated neck.
13a = Moulton Park; 13b = Camp Hill.